
with naïve “observers” with two fresh, fla-
vored media (without quinine). In the criti-
cal test phase, demonstrators and observers 
were exposed separately to the two flavored 
media. Social transmission occurred if the 
oviposition choices of observers mirrored 
that of demonstrators.

Using this methodology, Battesti et al. 
(2012) first showed that observer flies relied 
heavily on social information and acquired 
oviposition preferences from demonstra-
tors, even if they had the opportunity to 
sample the two equally suitable media dur-
ing the transmission phase, thus confirming 
previous observations in this species (Sarin 
and Dukas, 2009).

The authors next investigated the mech-
anisms of social transmission and showed 
that social learning did not occur when 
observers were exposed to social cues only 
(freshly laid eggs and aggregation phero-
mone) on one of the two media. Social 
transmission, however, always occurred 
when observers interacted directly with 
demonstrators, even if the media were 
unflavored. Although the precise mecha-
nism of social learning remains an open 
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Spread of social information and dynamics 
of social transmission within Drosophila 
groups
by Battesti, M., Moreno, C., Joly, D., and 
Mery, F. (2012). Curr. Biol. 22, 309–313. 

Communication with and learning from 
others are key features of social life. We 
humans rely extensively on the advice of 
others before making important decisions. 
Social insects too, such as bees and ants, 
use social information to learn about for-
aging opportunities and engage in collec-
tive tasks (Dussutour and Simpson, 2009; 
Seeley et al., 2012). Growing interest into 
the learning abilities of small-brained ani-
mals has revealed that social learning in 
insects is more diverse and more common 
than previously thought (Leadbeater and 
Chittka, 2007), thus offering new opportu-
nities for comparative analyses of the role 
of cognition in the regulation of social 
behavior across a rich spectrum of social 
forms.

Recently, the fruit fly Drosophila 
 melanogaster (Figure 1A) has emerged as 
a key species for studying social learning 
in simple insect groups (Mery et al., 2009; 
Sarin and Dukas, 2009). Flies aggregate on 
food resources, where they feed, reproduce, 
lay eggs, and glean information from each 
other. Writing in a recent issue of Current 
Biology, Battesti et al. (2012) present evi-
dence that Drosophila females not only use 
social information to select oviposition sub-
strates, but also that these socially acquired 
preferences can propagate and stabilize 
within groups, a phenomenon resembling 
cultural transmission of knowledge in ver-
tebrates (Laland, 2008).

The authors used a three-step experi-
mental paradigm (Figure 1B). A group 
of flies was first trained to associate an 
aversive gustatory cue (quinine) with an 
artificial flavor (banana or strawberry) 
characterizing one of two standard ovipo-
sition media (agar and sugar). These con-
ditioned “demonstrators” were then caged 

question, presumably, it can be explained 
by relatively simple associative learning 
processes occurring during physical con-
tacts between observer and demonstra-
tor flies through the perception of the 
olfactory cues (banana or strawberry fla-
vors) carried by the demonstrators. Such 
 mechanism, for instance, underpins social 
transmission of food preferences in rats 
(Galef et al., 1985).

In a third set of experiments, Battesti 
et al. (2012) have gone a step further into 
the understanding of how flies balance 
their use of social and personal informa-
tion. By exposing observers to the two fla-
vored media at the different phases of the 
experimental paradigm they demonstrated 
that the socially acquired preference van-
ished if observers were allowed to acquire 
personal information after the transmis-
sion phase. Considering the short lifespan 
of Drosophila (Lee et al., 2008), rapidly 
adopting the behavior of the majority may 
provide naïve flies with cues to choices that 
are locally adaptive and prevent costly trial 
and error. However, if information about 
resources is abundant and not costly to 

Figure 1 | Social learning of oviposition preferences in Drosophila melanogaster. (A) Drosophila 
females aggregated on a standard oviposition medium (credit ML). (B) Battesti et al. (2012) tested the role of 
social information use in the oviposition decisions of Drosophila females exposed to two equally rewarding 
oviposition media characterized by a distinct artificial flavor (A or B). The same general paradigm was used in all 
experiments. During the conditioning phase, “demonstrator” flies were conditioned to associate flavor A with 
quinine (non-preferred medium) and flavor B with the absence of quinine (preferred medium). “Observers” 
were trained with odor-free media and thus remained naïve to the flavors. During the transmission phase, 
demonstrators and observers were exposed together to the two flavored media without quinine. During the 
test phase, demonstrators and observers were exposed separately to the two flavored media. Social 
transmission was successful if the oviposition preference of observers mirrored that of demonstrators.
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resources that a model species has to offer 
to examine the cognitive dimension of 
insect sociality.

Of course, Drosophila might tell us little 
about the cognitive processes behind symbolic 
communication, altruism, or the division of 
labor in insect societies (Chittka and Niven, 
2009). Nonetheless, accumulated knowledge 
on the genetic and neurobiology of Drosophila 
makes it possible to examine the neural cir-
cuitries underlying emergent social behavior 
with unparalleled ease. At the individual level, 
such work might allow us to better character-
ize how social interactions fashions brains and 
whether there is a “social brain” (Dunbar and 
Shultz, 2007). At the group level, understand-
ing the neural determinants of aggregation 
processes in Drosophila (Tinette et al., 2004), 
offers considerable promise to explore col-
lective decision dynamics and swarm intel-
ligence phenomena (Krause et al., 2010) in 
animal groups exploiting complex nutritional 
environments where resources vary both in 
quantity and quality. Ultimately, a greater 
utilization of Drosophila as a “social” model 
organism might allow us to clarify the inter-
play between the evolution of cognition and 
social behavior.
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sample, experienced individuals may rely 
more on their personal knowledge (Boyd 
and Richerson, 1985).

So far, the authors had shown that 
Drosophila females use social informa-
tion to choose oviposition media provid-
ing that they do not have an extensive 
knowledge of their environment, but not 
whether these socially acquired behaviors 
can percolate and stabilize durably within 
groups. Battesti et al. (2012) addressed 
this question by testing if the informa-
tion transmitted from demonstrators to 
first-order observers could again be passed 
from first-order observers to second-order 
observers. After two transmission phases, 
they found that second-order observers 
exhibited the same oviposition preferences 
as demonstrators. First-order observers, 
however, no longer demonstrated a prefer-
ence due to their extensive accumulation 
of personal information. This last result 
elegantly illustrates how behavioral adap-
tations potentially spread and maintain 
in natural populations of flies, providing 
a frequent turnover between naïve and 
experimented individuals.

What are the implications of this study? 
The fact that Drosophila make a sophisti-
cated use of social information is certainly 
an important discovery to understand the 
full spread of social learning strategies in 
invertebrates, but may not surprise those 
who have repeatedly showed how small-
brained insects solve a range of complex 
cognitive problems, including rule learning 
(Giurfa et al., 2001) or route optimization 
(Lihoreau et al., 2012). This study together 
with other recent findings on the behav-
ioral ecology of fruit flies (Sokolowski, 
2010) reveal a surprising diversity of social 
behavior in a model organism that is not 
traditionally considered as “social” (Costa, 
2006). A better recognition of this behav-
ioral repertoire in Drosophila thus provides 
a rare opportunity to exploit the wealth of 
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